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                                “To develop a love of learning in a Christian environment”  

 

 



Introduction   

 

At Tankersley we do not bully. We say no to bullying in the 

playground, in the classroom, EVERYWHERE. 

 

Forms of bullying 

 

1. Cyber Bullying 

2. Physical  Bullying 

3. Verbal Bullying 

4. Face to face Bullying 

 

 

Cyber bullying 

 

*Cyber bullying is not nice to experience and if you do 

experience it then be SMART. 

STAY BRAVE 

MAKE SURE YOU DON’T REACT 

ACT MATURE 

RIGHT DECISIONS 

TELL,TELL,TELL 

 



Physical Bullying 

 

Physical bullying is where the bully hurts you not through 

words but with his fists, legs or any part of their body. The 

way to deal with this is to tell an adult, tell a friend, stay 

away from that person or walk away and take no notice. 

 

Verbal Bullying 

 

*Verbal bullying is one of the most common types of 

bullying and it is not normally dealt with straight away. It is 

normally left till the last minute. Verbal bullying is where it’s 

through words and not hurting through punching, kicking or 

slapping. We have put a comic strip on the next page along 

with some posters.    

In this strip you will see an event 

which is a form of verbal bullying that 

could happen to you. 

 

 

  



Stop bullying!!!!! 



 

 



 



How we as a school stop 

bullying.               
1. We have the Christian attribute beads 

that help us to find the good inside us. 

2. Also, in our worship time we always 

have a theme like respect is this terms 

theme, friendship was last terms 

theme. 

 

Glossary 
*Cyber means over the internet. 

*verbal means by words.   
*bullying means repetitive unkindness 

Reconciliation is where two friends (or more) have an 

argument and then they talk it out and make friends again. 

 

Thank you for reading this 

booklet. We will all work 

together to stop bullying.  



 

 

 

 

This booklet is by Fay Judge-

Smith and Chloe R-J. 

 

 


